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APPROACHING

6

THIS IS A SONGLINE
Throughout time and space, Australian Aboriginal people have woven their history, their culture, their knowing,
into songlines. These songs are an ancient memory code rooted in the land. They are guides for travelers who
have no choice but to pass through unknown and harsh territory, who hope to arrive safely.
For those who journey, songlines tell you where you are and what can be learned there. Each location in the
landscape acts as a memory aid, so you do not forget what needs to be remembered. Everything that is important
to know is grounded in the landscape, in rocks, rivers, forests, mountains, valleys. If you follow the songline,
you can reach your destination.
In 1998 I journeyed briefly but deeply with the Pitjantjatjara people of the central Australian desert. They led our
group through their particular portion of the longest songline in Australia, one that traverses the entire continent,
the Seven Sisters Dreaming track. I can still recall much of what we were taught at each place we passed through.
And it wasn’t just the stories; we keenly felt the place energy still alive, still vibrating there. In a few places where
violence had occurred, we were taken over by powerful, dark energies. Some of us, including me, became
aggressive and distrusting even to our longtime friends.
When I chose to write this as a songline, I did so in awareness of their great abiding power.
Indigenous Australians are known for their songlines. As the people who have been here longer on Earth than
any others, more than 70,000 years of continuous culture, their songlines map a vast continent. Because of them,
the Australian landscape is a rich encyclopedia embedded with Aboriginal history, culture and knowledge
crucial to survival.
To those who still sing them.
To those who still listen.
To those who honor what they teach.
One who knows the songline is able to navigate across unknown territory by singing the songs. The songs are
in sequence; if you are traveling fast, you sing them fast. If you fail to remember one and break the sequence,
you will get lost. Every song is essential. In treacherous territory, in vast and foreboding deserts, the songs guide
you to where you can find water, food, refuge.
Songlines embed the knowledge of those who went before, those who took great effort to record what happened
here in the distant past. They sing creation stories of gods and spirits who came here. They sing practical wisdom
needed for survival. This is not casual knowledge. This is wisdom gleaned from arduous journeys made by
awake travelers. Without their awareness, without their songs, the territory remains dangerous, feared, perhaps
impenetrable. Without their songs, would we even dare to make the journey?
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THIS IS A WARRIOR’S SONGLINE
We face a vast and desolate landscape. Everywhere the basest human behaviors have taken over. Women
and children are sacrificed to cheap labor, sex trafficking, and violence; rape is a defined weapon of war.
Everywhere there is conflict, violence, savagery that we thought was no longer in us. Everywhere there is
conflict destroying community, economics destroying the planet, elites taking everything for themselves,
leaving us to fight among ourselves for small scraps. Everywhere the planet—the air, the waters, the soils—
can no longer nourish humans. We have committed eco-suicide. This is the age of destruction, the dark age
foretold in countless prophecies in human cultures everywhere.
So now it is as it always has been when the Warriors arise, knowing they are needed, knowing that they cannot
change the way the world is. Knowing they must gather, prepare, train to protect what is most essential
in humans—our creativity, kindness, generosity. And our great capacity to love. These qualities must never
be forgotten, no matter what. No matter what transpires, no matter how much destruction takes place,
the human spirit cannot be vanquished. And so the Warriors arise to protect the human spirit.
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AN OLD WOMAN IS SHARING STORY
An old woman is sharing story. She leans against a tall rock face covered with petroglyphs, faint figures carved
into the red rocks. Perhaps these figures are 2000 years old. Perhaps they are 20,000 years old. Or older.
Though faint, they rise above her with undiminished power. The wall seems to mark an entrance to the
land beyond, a desolate and stark landscape. Many people are moving there and their voices create a vivid
soundscape of humans greeting, conversing, crying, exclaiming, laughing.
As we approach, she begins to speak.
It was 200 years ago, the time of struggle and defeat, when the Indian Wars first began in Texas. These wars
were terrible, they were violent and vicious, they lasted for 55 years. My people were proud Warriors.
They called us the “Lords of the Plains.” And we were. Through all the years of bloodshed and battles we were
proud and defiant. But then we had no choice. The few of us who were left surrendered and were forced onto
a reservation. When it all began in 1820, I was a young brave. I remember that life well. I was standing on a hill
I had climbed after speaking to my older sister. In this life now she has been my teacher, but then she was my
dear sister and I was telling her what was to come. The white settlers are coming and they will burn our villages
to the ground. They do not want us here, they are set on our destruction. Even though we are strong Warriors,
we will not win this fight. I told her this. We sat together silently on a great log given by a tree that had
died many years before.
I left her then—it was our parting time but we paid no attention. There was work to be done and we both
knew what we had to do. I climbed the hill above our camp and stood there. For a moment, I was an ancient
one, a wise wrinkled elder who had already witnessed this tragedy that for us was yet to come. Then I was
myself, the young one who stood looking down on our peaceful village, smoke rising from campfires, children
running about, women preparing the evening meal. With the old man’s eyes I saw what was to come.
In my young body, I felt strong and proud.
To the valley below, to all my people, to the spirits, I spoke this: “The destruction will continue. We must do
what we can.” I knew this. I spoke this many times. And then I turned to walk back down. As I did, a raven
came and rested on my arm. Together we descended into our future.
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The old woman continued. Now I am very old and weary. In this one lifetime, I have seen sorrows more than I
could ever have imagined. I have seen the destruction of peoples and their cultures. I have seen the death of
the oceans and the beings of the water. I have known the air to be very hot and dirty. I have known the air to be
bitterly cold and punishing. I have seen great winds and floods as the ancient ones predicted. I have seen birds,
butterflies, bees, and those that creep and crawl—I have seen them all disappear. So many of these creatures
gone from us. These creatures, they live in my eyes. They give me sight. I see what’s coming.
Many years ago, I was a very young girl then, I was told a story of another people, the Pima, the River People.
They had a seer who lived at the edge of the village. This is where the shamans always live. Their job is to
connect the world of Spirit and humans, so they can’t live inside the community. And they can’t live far away
on the mountain. Just there at the boundary between worlds is where they live. This story happened maybe
13,000 years before our time now. The seer of the River People was visited by a great eagle. Eagle came to
warn him that a flood was coming, a great flood. Four times eagle came to warn the sage. And each time, no
matter how clearly eagle spoke his warning, the seer ignored him. He couldn’t believe him—such a flood was
too terrible to contemplate. It couldn’t happen. Eagle became so frustrated. “You’d better believe what I’m
telling you. The whole valley will be flooded. Everything will be destroyed.” “You’re a liar,” said the seer.
“And you’re a seer who sees nothing,” said eagle.
Eagle flew away. As soon as he flew off, right then there was a thunderclap loudest that’s ever been heard.
Dark clouds covered the sun and the air grew gray and heavy. Then the earth trembled and there came a
deafening roar of some great thing moving. The people saw a sheer green wall coming at them, filling the valley
from one side to the other. At first they didn’t know what it was, and then they realized it was a wall of green
water. It came down on them like a huge beast, a green monster, rushing upon them, destroying everything
in its path, foaming, hissing, sending great clouds of spray high into the sky. It consumed the seer’s house and
carried it away with him in it. He was never seen again. Then the water fell upon the villages, sweeping away
homes, people, fields and trees. The flood swept the valley clean just like a broom. Then it rushed on beyond
the valley destroying everything.
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I was told this story as a young girl. I was told that these stories of the great flood exist in thousands of
cultures everywhere on this planet. I was told this story so I would be more wise than that dumb sage, so that
I would listen to all the messengers, all the beings, and heed their warnings, no matter how frightening they
were. I was told that I had to believe them, that my job was to help my people prepare. Not to stop the floods
of destruction. Nobody can stop a flood. We have to accept what is coming and prepare ourselves to do all
that we can to ease the suffering. And to make sure we stay together.
The destruction will continue. We must do what we can.
Now I sit here, a tired old woman but my work is good. I guard this gate to the Warrior’s Songline. It’s a land
that Warriors travel again and again so they can serve their people well in all the destruction. They are true
Warriors. They choose to serve their people. They see what’s coming and, even though they feel fear and grief,
they want to serve their people.
This route is very very old because there are always Warriors when times grow harsh and fear takes over the
people. It is well marked and you will be well guided.
It is good to see you here. Please enter.
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AT THE GATEWAY
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WELCOME
We walk past the wall of ancient beings and enter a natural amphitheater set among towering red rocks.
Sit here. Feel the energy of these rocks from 300 million years of Earth’s movements. Let these ancient stones
embrace you.
Welcome to all you brave seekers. I am here to guide you in your traverse of the Warrior’s songline. It is an
arduous and demanding journey with many perils on the path. But it is also a journey that has been taken by
millions of Warriors from ages past, and you will have their companionship as well as mine. The landscape
embeds what you will need to learn to be Warriors for this time. The songline has existed for tens of thousands
of years and the songs it contains do not change. They give you what you need.
You need to know that on a songline the path is clearly marked. You are not inventing this journey. You do not
make the path by walking. You walk it confident that this is the right path, not your invention, not what you like,
not what you think would work better for you. You surrender to its wisdom. This is the path that all Warriors
must travel. You will reach its end, except then you realize the journey has no end, the journey is the goal.
You also realize that to learn the songs, you will walk this songline again and again. Each time you will
learn more. Each time you will become more confident, more capable. You cannot rush through the land.
You cannot decide to avoid or circumvent any song. Following the order of the songs is a discipline, the
practice. You surrender, you do not co-create.
Let me tell you about those who have gone before, who left their experiences embedded here, left them for you
and for this time. The Warriors arise when the people need protection, and I expect that is why you are here.
You have seen that people need protection from this age of destruction, when all life is threatened. This is not
the first time humans have threatened their own existence. I’ll tell you a bit of history.
Throughout time and space, wherever there are humans, there are dark times that come upon them. People are
threatened by fear and abusive power. They forget who they are. They attack one another. They abandon
what has always saved humans—relationships, community. These dark times happen at the end of every society.
What has held the people together disintegrates. A few terrible leaders seize power. The people behave badly.
They lose all good sense. A feverish compulsion takes hold, a frantic greed that grasps for anything that offers
personal pleasure, distraction, numbness. The people are consumed by this. Their leaders encourage it.
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People no longer remember that humans also can be generous, kind and creative. They forget that humans
get through dark times only if they stay together. Whatever forces have created physical suffering—wars,
tyrannies, famines, floods, migrations—the true threat is when fear turns into hatred and then that hatred turns
into violence. This descent into barbaric behaviors is the true destructive force. It destroys the memory of who
humans truly are. We are caring, aware, vibrant human spirits who want to be together. Who want to do good
for those we love. Who want to do good for what we care about. Dark times always threaten the human spirit.
In dark times, in every culture, there are always a few people, only a few, who step forward to protect the
people. They dedicate themselves to serving others, to relieving suffering, to embodying the best human
qualities so that others may remember what it means to be a good human being. This is no easy task. To stay
present, to be steadfast, to persevere, to resist temptations, to hold the pain and suffering—these few people
dedicate themselves to this work. It is not a trivial decision. It is not an easy path. It demands training that
doesn’t end and community that strengthens over time. Today, these people are Warriors for the Human Spirit.
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WARRIORS TODAY
Warriors for the Human Spirit are arising now because the human spirit and the spirit of life need protection.
I am proud to be one of them. I have walked this songline many many times. Everything I describe about
Warriorship, who we are, our aspiration, our qualities, these I have learned on my own journey.
We are peaceful Warriors. We take a vow (that you will soon learn) that includes our pledge to refrain from
using aggression and fear to get our work done. With so much anger and anxiety increasing daily, this pledge is
very challenging! But when we succeed in bringing a gentle, open presence into angry and anxious meetings,
we see the aggression and fear of others subside. Sometimes. We want to embody the best qualities of humans
so others can remember they too possess these same qualities.
We know that Global Culture is in collapse. We stay awake to the constant devastation happening to people,
planet, and all life. It is hard to bear witness to this terrible destruction, but knowing history means we don’t
argue with what is unfolding. Every civilization’s rise and fall follows the same pattern, even down to small
details. Humans always behave in the same ways. Collapse is here, evident everywhere. We step forward
as Warriors recognizing that it’s just our turn to serve, as others before us, in this time of collapse.
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CYCLE OF HOPE AND FEAR
Warriors are people who want to make a difference with our lives, our families, our work. But now, nothing is as we
had planned. What the world needs from us now is very different than what we imagined, what we invested in all
these years. This world is not what we wanted, but it is the one we have.
This brave new world has broken our hearts and left us feeling defeated. We feel that we’ve failed, that we weren’t
smart enough to figure out solutions or we didn’t work hard enough or protest long enough. If only, if only . . .
In our night fears, we cry out. Somewhere, somehow, someone knows how to make it all better.
In our fear, we grasp for hopeful signs, any small example that signifies progress, that indicates a solution, a way out.
How could we not? What alternative do we have but to cling to hope? Because, if this world cannot be fixed, we will
collapse in despair. All will be lost. And we are not despairing people. So we cling to hope and it becomes
an addiction.
Do you recognize yourself in this description?
This is the cycle of hope and fear. We hope for progress, take heart from stories of things changing for the better.
And then despair knocks us flat when good work gets consumed by the chaos. Probably you’ve seen this cycle in your
own work, where things that made a positive difference are discarded, defunded or declared worthless. Work that
had real promise, that made a tangible difference, gets swept away by irrational, cruel decisions.
But . . .
We don’t have to stay in the cycle of hope and fear. Instead of being blinded by hope and then destroyed by despair,
we can learn to see clearly what’s going on and respond with this clarity. This doesn’t mean that our work will produce
good results, it means we are clear that this work needs doing no matter what. Even if we fail, we did the right thing.
Czech leader Vaclev Havel described this well: “Hope is not the conviction that something will turn out well, but the
certainty that something is worth doing no matter how it turns out.”
This is our Warrior work.
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And take heart. In this dark time, as is always true, our brave new world offers us abundant possibilities for
contribution and meaning. But it takes some getting used to. Our ambitions and dreams were good dreams,
rich in promise. They could have made a difference, but now they can’t. Now this dark world offers different
gifts. We give up searching for personal happiness and discover that joy is found in service. We find meaning in
relationships, not achievements. We accept that we will carry grief and sadness with us forever, but they don’t
stop us from doing the work. We discover joy in deep relationships no matter what is going on around us.
We laugh, we find humor even in the darkest moments, because it is humor that lifts us above the struggle.
Then we can reenter the craziness with renewed energy.
And so we rise up, claiming this new role for ourselves, a role of service and self-sacrifice. We do not let our fear
and fatigue stop us. We let fear walk with us because it leads us to fearlessness. We watch fatigue dissipate as
we discover meaningful and inspiring work.
These promises, these experiences are true in all times. They are true now, awaiting your discovery.
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TWO JOURNEYS
You enter this Warrior’s songline knowing you travel in the company of countless courageous ones from times
beyond memory. For them, as it will be for you, this journey demands a lot—no, it demands everything.
Courage. Discipline. Surrender. Faith. And community, companions for the journey.
As we make this journey, we move in two dimensions simultaneously. The first dimension is the world itself,
where things happen, where people live their lives on this planet. Where everything has a beginning, a middle,
and an end. This is the real world, every moment filled with the dramas of living and interbeing.
This journey in the real world requires enormous physical and spiritual stamina, levels of courage yet to be
discovered. As we confront the harsh reality of today, we experience everything—beauty, terror, joy, fear,
exhilaration, exhaustion, loneliness, communion.
The second dimension is the journey we take into ourselves, our inner worlds of heart, mind and spirit. This
inner journey requires even more courage, and we experience the same emotions as in the outer journey—joy,
fear, terror, exhilaration, loneliness, communion. Though they may feel similar, it is the inner journey that gives
us the capacity to deal with these emotional states, to find patience and equanimity, to keep moving forward as
the real world grows more frightening and confronting. In our inner world—in our human spirits—we gain what
we need to persevere. To contribute. To engage joyfully. To stay together.
The inner journey is a path of liberation from the prison of a petty self. We create this self, it really doesn’t exist
independently. We make ourselves up. We create this illusory self as a defense mechanism, to protect ourselves
from the world, to ensure our survival. We create this illusory self from our interpretations and projections. Over
time, we become quite fixed in our demands, our needs, our wants. We demand that the world, our friends,
our partners, our children give us what we think we need to be happy in this life. We keep expanding these
demands—all because of a mistaken identity, this bundle of needs, wants, opinions and perceptions that come
to define who we think we are. And what we need to be happy.
The very good news is that this self we made can be unmade. We get out of the prison of self by becoming
aware of our filters, how we impose our needs and demands in every situation. We learn to see more clearly,
to discern what is needed—not by us but by the situation. So much freedom and possibility awaits as we
become aware of our filters, awake in the world.
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Our journey becomes joyful as we give up what we so casually insisted that we needed and respond to
what is needed.
I think we all know that the world we perceive and spend all our time reacting to is not the world that is.
“Nothing means what we think it means” is one of the Warrior slogans. Nothing means what we think it means.
Our work is to perceive as clearly as possible, freed from our habitual filters. We consciously choose to open to
the world, to see it in its inherent richness, its limitless possibilities. We open our senses, we take in as much as
we can. We become curious. Available. Present.
In a moment, we’ll begin to open to the world as it is. But before we do, contemplate for a moment how many
people—all ages, all cultures, all varieties of individual expression—how many have risen above their troubled
time to walk this path before you. How many challenged themselves to let go of personal needs and step into
this journey to serve the needs of their time.
Like you, they took on the challenges because they realized they were needed.
The Warriors arise when the people need protection.
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FREE FROM PRIDE AND ARROGANCE
This Warrior’s songline is a journey into sacred wisdom. Not because we say it is, but because it is. Sacred
wisdom describes a world that cannot be known by a petty self that depends only on its five senses. Across time
and space, there were those eager to stay awake, who payed close attention, who received the messengers,
who grew intimate with their own human spirit and the spirit of life. From their openness, their willingness, their
humility, they became wisdom carriers To learn from them, we must be like them. If we are curious, free from
pride and arrogance, we will learn quickly. If we resist, or think we know better, nothing will be revealed.
At first, you will resist this wisdom because the first response of any living being is to protect itself from danger
and assert its strength. These are necessary for survival. Sacred wisdom takes us into the unknown, and the
unknown always feels dangerous. And it truly is. We don’t know how to behave in this strange and unfamiliar
environment. We feel at risk.
You’ll try various ways to protect yourself on this songline: you’ll push back, resist certain experiences, complain
that it’s too hard, that you’re too tired, that this doesn’t fit your personality or learning style. Resistance is to be
expected—it’s built into the very nature of any risky journey. You are being asked to change, to be a Warrior, to
open to more than what you’ve been, to go deeply inward to know who you truly are, an awake human being.
Defending who you thought you were doesn’t serve you, but still you’ll catch yourself doing it. Slowly, you will
learn to trust the wisdom of this path and its teachings. Slowly, you will participate willingly rather than argue for
control of your experiences.
I’ve said that you are stepping into the unknown, but it’s only unknown to you. It is very well known, a map
created by countless brave ones who preceded us, who noted the landmarks,the landmines, the important
markers along the path. Listen well to the wisdom embedded here. Notice your resistance when it arises.
Notice it and let it go. Again and again.
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WHO CARRIED YOU HERE?
Standing here at the entrance to the Warrior’s songline, aware of the journey ahead, I’m curious.
Why are you here? Why have you become interested in the Warrior’s role?
Let me first ask, Who called you here? There are so many people who may have carried you here:
Who in your family lineage inspires you with their dedication to service, their sacrifices for
family, for people, for the common good?
Who have you heard about—in stories, movies, books—that inspire you with their
bravery and dedication?
Who in history and in public life has inspired you ?
Because Warriors always rise up when their protection and guardianship are needed, it should be easy to think
of these ones.
A second question is, What called you here? As Warriors we commit to opening to the world as it is. This is not
blind or cynical acceptance of what’s happening. This is bravery to directly encounter this world of suffering and
sorrow, of injustice and abuse, of loss and grief. Our longing, our commitment is to engage in this world, to not
withdraw from it.
What called you here?
At first, I found it terrifying to open to the world as it is. I had to open to the unending and escalating suffering.
I kept asking myself whether I was big enough to hold this intensity of horrors. Gradually I learned that I could
keep opening, and that I had to. I came to know the truth of what I had learned from the songline: Warriors
are always sad. We cry out that it shouldn’t be this way. We cry because it is this way. We keep opening to
the world as it is.
We risk opening rather than closing because we care. Our hearts are open. We want to stay engaged with
the world. We cannot withdraw, we cannot distract ourselves with senseless diversions or drugs. We need to
be here, right now, and prepare for whatever awaits. This is the Warrior’s ground. And paradoxically, it is our
strongest emotions of grief, loss, powerlessness and anger that lead us to this trusted ground. Here we stand
with millions of other Warriors who have gone before, who found meaning for their lives because, and not in
spite of the fact, that their world was collapsing from human-induced disasters.
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The suffering did continue. They did what they could.
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TO BE A WARRIOR
Warriors are not some strange or foreign people. You’ve already been a Warrior for the Human Spirit.
Without question, there have been times when you defended a person from harm, or your child, or a stranger
who got your attention. There have been times when you took a stand, knowing that it was crucial for your
voice to be heard. There have been times when you set yourself apart, unwilling to participate in actions that
were demeaning or dehumanizing. These moments of Warriorship may have been spontaneous or you may
have agonized over your response. What is changing now is that your protection and service will no longer be
occasional, but your reliable response. What was accidental or spontaneous will now be normal. You will come
to trust yourself in any situation to respond with insight and compassion. You will train, and gain support from
other Warriors, to move into difficult situations confident that you can stay present, that you will not add to fear
and aggression, that your very presence is a gift of sanity, a reminder of who we humans can be.
Take heart: You already are who you aspire to become.
Now relax again into these red rock seats. Already you’ve had to absorb a good number of challenges.
You’ve been confronted by the fact that global culture is in collapse. You’ve been asked to acknowledge all that
has been lost, all the suffering already occurring. You’ve had a glimpse of the escalation of loss and suffering
as the future comes into view, the floods of destruction that cannot be stopped. And you can see your own
process, how you’re caught in the cycle of hope and fear. After this, is it a relief to know that choosing to be a
Warrior is not some new or foreign role? You have already been one, already gravitated to this role for many
reasons, and already decided that you want to serve others rather than protect yourself as the
darkness deepens.
Warriors want to help people get through this time, to lessen their suffering, to strengthen communities.
We can’t deny the darkness ahead. We want to prepare as best we can for what is coming. We are not seers
denying eagle’s messages. We are Warriors devoted to serving and protecting the human spirit.
Ultimately, what summons us to be a Warrior for the Human Spirit is our intimacy with our own human spirit.
Sometimes people ask a very foolish question: “What is the human spirit?” Since we each are one, the answer is
simple: observe your own experience with life. When do you feel most alive? What events or incidents are most
meaningful? When do you feel truly connected? What does joy feel like? What does deep sadness feel like?
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None of these questions are answered by the five senses. We cannot taste, touch, hear, see or smell joy,
sadness, meaning, love. Our most profound experiences are beyond the physical. As we experience them, we
are alive in our spirit, in a realm beyond. When we are blessed with experiences for which there are no words,
when we realize that we are far more than this petty bundle of emotions, thoughts, opinions, reactions, at these
moments we know the human spirit, the realm of interbeing, of genuine connectedness, of blessing, of grace.
The human spirit cannot be extinguished by external circumstances. The human spirit is always seeking, longing
to grow, learn, contribute, love. As it is in each of us, it is in all of us.
Warriors for the Human Spirit arise when the human spirit needs protection. Now I want to share the Warrior
vow with you. As you walk the songline, you will hear it many times.

Vow

I cannot change the way the world is
but by opening to the world as it is
I may discover that
gentleness, decency and bravery
are available not only to me
but to all human beings.
Chögyam Trungpa
Tibetan meditation master
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COME BACK AGAIN AND AGAIN
We are ready now to cross into this rich yet desolate landscape where experiences have been embedded in the
land for millennia by Warriors who came before you. It’s just your turn. And you will need to make this journey
again and again to strengthen your Warrior skills. Each time you traverse this land, it gets easier. There will be
the same obstacles, and new ones, but you learn to deal with them differently. Although the outer world does
not change, you do.
So here you are, afraid but assured. Hesitant yet confident. Tentative yet engaged. Eager yet cautious.
Alone yet with true companions.
Now let us step into the songline together.
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ENTERING
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POINT OF NO RETURN
Here you are. You have entered the songline and begun your Warrior journey. Take a moment to honor the fact
that you chose this journey. It wasn’t accidental. And now that you’ve taken these first steps, be prepared—
there comes a point of no return. Sometimes it happens early in the journey. Sometimes it comes at the end in a
sudden rush of insight. Whenever it happens, you realize that this is the path you will follow, and the community
you will contribute to, for the rest of your life. You can’t turn back, you can’t look away, you can’t sink into denial,
you refuse to stay confused.
All of us on this path have our moments when we cry out for the old days, begging for the illusion of safe. If only
we didn’t see what we see, if only we didn’t know what we know. But we do see, and we do know. We see our
fears, our resistance but we keep returning to this path. Again and again we choose for Warriorship.
At the point of no return, you know there is no way out. No exit. There is only forward. Warriors are always
moving forward. Forward to a horizon that never vanishes, that is never to be reached, that always beckons,
that has no end. There is only this path forward for the rest of your life.
None of us expected it to be like this. The challenges, trials, risks, epiphanies. The freak outs. This clarity.
This joy. These dear companions.
And here we are. Here. And we will stay, seeking, always seeking to discover the work that needs doing to
which we can contribute.
And so we go forward.
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BESIDE THE STILL WATER
There is a crucial capacity to learn before going any farther. It’s learning how to be present with an open mind,
to not let your thoughts cloud your perceptions or seduce you into inattention. Warriors need to learn to stay
aware of thoughts and emotions, to not let them be in control. This ability is what meditation offers.
Sit with me here by this lovely still water. Take a stick and stir it up. Notice what happens. All the sediment
from the bottom clouds the water. But if we sit here and be quiet, the water settles itself. It becomes clear again.
At least it will if there’s no wind or people like us stirring it up.
This is one image of our minds. At first, if we settle down and become quiet, all we notice is unending thoughts.
Our minds are a swirling mess of feelings, sensations, perceptions, fantasies, music, images. These are all
thoughts, and they are always there. This is what mind does, it creates an endless stream of thoughts. It can’t
do otherwise. This is what mind does.
But when we sit for a few minutes, with the intention to just let thoughts be, mind settles itself. Thoughts appear.
We note them with a light touch of recognition. But we don’t do anything with them, we don’t stir them up.
We don’t engage with them, we don’t think, we just let them be. If we can just be here, like this water, mind
becomes settled. Thoughts come and go endlessly. If we don’t bother them or get seduced by them, they pass
by, disappearing into nothing. And then another thought appears almost instantly. We touch it lightly, let it go,
and it passes on.
Just like this pond which holds sediment at its bottom, an undisturbed mind feels peaceful. The thoughts are
there, but we leave them alone, we don’t grasp onto them. We just observe that they come and go. They come
from nowhere, they return to nowhere. We don’t argue with their presence, we don’t try to get rid of them.
We just observe them, we let them be. And as we do, we experience a sense of peace, of heightened
awareness, of okayness. Stillness and motion, peacefulness and the movement of thoughts—this is the natural
state of our minds.
Most people misunderstand meditation. They think they can’t do it because their minds are so busy, always
filled with thoughts. Yes this is true—for all of us. The function of meditation is not getting rid of thoughts.
Maybe I should repeat that. The function of meditation is not getting rid of thoughts. It’s learning to observe
them and not interfere with them, letting them pass by.
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We learn this in meditation practice and then we carry it into every moment, every interaction. We learn to
observe our reactions, and pause long enough to respond with awareness rather than emotions. We become
less reactive, more responsive. With our children, at work, being with those suffering—this capacity to be awake
rather than caught by emotions, to be conscious rather than compulsive, to be present and listen well, this is a
great gift. It gives us the capacity to see clearly so as to act wisely.
This is meditation—learning to watch the mind, to be aware as thoughts arise but not controlled by them.
It requires practice to develop this beautiful muscle, this capacity to not engage with whatever runs through
your mind.
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ENCOUNTERING
THE WORLD
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PRECIPICE OF PROPHETS
Look up. Do you see them? Their shapes are difficult to make out, but their voices sound clear. High above us,
they stand at the precipice, prophets, those who see what’s coming. They are our eagles, soaring high to see
what’s coming.
Look down. See what is unfolding in the valleys below. Stand here. Take in as much as you can. Don’t be afraid
of the sorrow and dread that you feel. Keep looking. Clarity is also here. See clearly what is happening and
what it signals for what is to come. Don’t be afraid of the sorrow. It will always be here. Just keep opening,
opening to see more clearly. Imagine yourself as that strong young brave in the the old woman’s story. He saw
that the destruction would continue. It has. And it will continue.
These prophets see clearly, they see beyond the collective self-deception. So many eagles have been warning
us take heed. The scientists, people suffering in natural disasters, migrants fleeing war and famine, protestors
trying to protect people and planet—all these warnings have been denied. Not only denied, but actively
repressed. And people are punished for raising their voices. Suicidal denial has taken hold. Most people
have disappeared into their fear, hiding inside screens that distract and entertain, or using substances that
numb themselves.
Stand here. Listen to those on the precipice. Listen to those crying out below.
Try to distinguish the voice of a Tibetan teacher who is eager to get our attention. He is speaking a prophecy
from his tradition, passed down through many centuries, prophesying the return of the Shambhala Warriors.
Many teachers are saying that this is now, the time foretold long centuries ago has come. This is the time for the
Shambhala Warriors to come forth. Listen:
“There comes a time when all life on Earth is in danger. Great barbarian powers have arisen. These terrible
powers spend their wealth in preparations to annihilate one another. Even though they see each other as
enemies, and are bent on destroying each other, they are identical. They spend their wealth and talent on
building weapons of great destructive power; they create technologies that lay waste our world. When the
future of sentient life hangs by the frailest of threads, the Shambhala Warriors come forth.“
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Do not be put off by the term Warrior. A Warrior is one who does not accept the invitation to make war. We vow
to not add to the aggression and fear of this time. We use only two weapons: Insight and Compassion. To use
them well and refrain from aggression, we train with great discipline so we can enter the most difficult situations.
We see with clarity, not with fear. We respond with compassion, not anger. We trust ourselves to bravely enter
the halls of power so we might dismantle the destructive dynamics and behaviors that now threaten all life.
We know we cannot change the way the world is. This truth is very hard to bear, but it is this truth that calls us
into Warriorship. The next places along the songline will challenge you greatly, so it is good we go together.
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CALL AND RESPONSE
Now that you’ve listened to the prophets, I imagine you’re feeling inspired by their call. It feels wonderful to
identify your work. To feel a clear sense of purpose. To realize you’ve found a mission for the rest of your life.
When was the last time you felt so inspired, so passionate about your work?
So many people have a deep longing to contribute, to find meaning in their lives. As the devastation continues,
they search everywhere for meaningful work, despairing that they may never find it.
And here it is. You can be a Warrior for the Human Spirit. You see a path of contribution laid out in front of you.
How wonderful! Just at the prospect you probably feel new energy rising in you.
Enjoy this moment, its excitement, its exhilaration. This passion. Enjoy it. It won’t last long.
And it shouldn’t.
Passion is a traitorous energy. It inflates us like a helium balloon, inspiring, uplifting. And then it pops easily
when obstacles are thrown at it. To overcome obstacles requires hard work and perseverance. We get very
tired. Passion doesn’t keep us going when faced with setbacks. In fact, its energy vanishes when the
balloon’s popped.
Purpose is more grounded, a deeper commitment to how to live a life. Many good people take the time to
discover and construct their purpose. Purpose, they believe, is a necessary guide; without it they will wander
without direction. However, any purpose that’s created sits on sandy ground. Things beyond our control pay
no attention to our purpose. The external world shakes a bit and our purpose tumbles into the shifting sands.
And then what? Hope and fear take hold and all that passionate energy, that clear purpose, the hopes
and dreams—they all disappear in the chaos we can’t control. In these moments, good people are at risk.
Hope evaporates, fear takes over and people plunge into despair, cynicism, or a sense of failure.
So it’s best to avoid passion. And not waste too much time on constructing your purpose.
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What we need is open hearts and minds and clear seeing. We need an unshakable aspiration that we want to
serve this troubled world.
What’s an aspiration? And how is it different than a purpose?
An aspiration is a fundamental longing that grounds and inspires our life. The word comes from the root
‘to breathe.’ Aspiration is a form of breath, a vital source to our aliveness. It is our deepest yearning for what
we want our life to be. It doesn’t shrink into one specific purpose or plan. It manifests in many different forms
over the course of a life. As the breath of meaning, we draw on its energy to set intentions and make plans.
Sometimes these plans work, sometimes they fail, but our aspiration doesn’t change. What changes is how we
manifest as we stay responsive to what the world needs from us.
Aspiration is impervious to disappointment. Every set back is just information about what works and what
doesn’t. Plans come and go—the aspiration that fuels our life continues, clarified by experience, stronger for
our trials and failures.
The aspiration of Warriors is to serve this world as suffering increases in a time of collapse. This is the Warrior’s
breath, it gives us ground and direction. We know why we’re here. Curious and confident, we go into the world
to notice the work that needs doing. The work the world needs doing, not what we want to do. And then we
discern whether we have the skills, the conditions, the possibilities to contribute to that work.
What is the work that needs doing and am I the right person to do it?
This is the Warrior’s question.
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DESOLATION CANYON
Here we must enter where we don’t want to go. Here in Desolation Canyon we encounter the emotions that
feel genuinely dangerous to our wellbeing, to our Warriorship. Strong emotions that endanger us with their
intensity, their frequency. Grief. Despair. Impotence. Rage.
The walls of Desolation Canyon seem impenetrable. All we hear are the cries of the world reverberating off
these stone walls. How can we hear these and not be undone? These cries pierce through our illusions,
our hopes, our hearts. How can we hear them and not go down in despair? Grief? Rage?
These emotions are valid. They need to be respected as sane reactions to what is going on. As Warriors awake
in the world, we feel more deeply, we weep more often. We know this suffering is intensifying. We know that
we must open to the world as it is and take this in. As we open, we discover the very qualities we need to be of
service: gentleness, decency, bravery.
But this is very hard to do. We do not want to hide or withdraw from the world, yet what is happening
is so cruel, so unjust, so destructive that we will scream out in anger. We will dissolve into grief. But we know we
cannot stay there. We are not served by these emotional states. We cannot see clearly or act wisely when we
are consumed by them.
Warriors develop a different relationship with strong emotions. We don’t deny or conceal their presence.
And we do not treat them as problems to be solved. Instead we expect them. Of course we’ll feel grief and
anger. Of course we’ll feel despair and impotence. We’d be worried if we didn’t feel so strongly, so deeply.
We are committed to staying awake in the world, and this world is grievous to behold.
Emotions are not the problem. How we work with them will be either beneficial or destructive. Will we react
from the intensity of the moment? Or will we respond consciously, choosing actionsthat may create benefit and
that, at minimum, do not intensify the situation?
A Warrior’s relationship with strong emotions is to notice their presence as quickly as possible. And then to have
practices for responding with insight and compassion.
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The first practice is to acknowledge emotions when they appear as quickly as possible. Bodies always
react first, so notice where your reaction is located in your body. Where do you experience tightness, pain,
heaviness, claustrophobia, constriction? Just notice this. Be with this. Do not do anything else except to keep
breathing. Do not tell yourself a story about why you’re angry or grief-stricken. Any story will feed the reaction
rather than dissipate it. Let your body have its reaction, just don’t feed it with your mind describing why you’re
reacting this way.
This is true Warrior work: We use awareness to notice what we are feeling. We let it be there without
interference. We hold our minds steady. We keep breathing. Without the support of a storyline, the emotion
has nothing to hold onto, and it will leave on its own.
You may notice that this practice is not as easy as this description sounds. Keeping our minds from spinning
off into reasons why we’re angry or sad takes a great deal of practice. Here’s a second practice that keeps us
present and free from storylines developing.
Recognize the emotion without taking it personally. Rather than saying “I’m angry” say “There is anger.” With
this change in phrase, you place whatever you’re feeling outside yourself. The emotion is not defining who you
are, it’s just there. “There is grief.” “There is despair.“ Repeat the phrase over and over. Each repetition shifts it
from you to giving it room for its independent presence. You acknowledge this presence; you don’t internalize
it. This may sound strange, but it works. You may have to use it like a mantra, saying it many many times.
(And if you’re getting frustrated or confused right now, try it: There is frustration. There is confusion.)
The third practice is to do something enjoyable. When you feel besieged by intense emotions, or by
obsessive thoughts that drive you crazy, go do something different. Meditate. Cook. Garden. Walk the dog.
Play. But stay conscious, do these diversions intentionally. If you just sink into distraction unconsciously, if you
can’t pull yourself away from the screen, you become like most of the population. You’ve lost your Warriorship.
Notice this, and come back to the present.
You are walking this songline because you want to be able to open to the world as it is, to move closer to
those who are suffering, to bring your presence, to offer what you can, to remind people that, even in the worst
moments, we humans can be kind, caring, generous. As Warriors we long to stay, to be in this world with our
reliable presence, our support, our comfort. We learn to bear witness to this pain and suffering, to not withdraw
from it. We learn to deal with our own emotions so that we can serve those who are going through these
terrible ordeals.
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The irony is that we became Warriors because we knew that collapse was near. But it’s one thing to know this,
and quite another to experience the terrible suffering it is causing. The pain of bearing witness doesn’t diminish
because we have been expecting it. Yet everything that confirms collapse illuminates the need for Warriors.
What beautiful work this is!
Desolation Canyon confronts all who enter with life’s suffering. There is always suffering. At this time,
on our watch, it feels acute, and it is. But there is always suffering. Buddha told us “Life is suffering.” Jesus told
us: “The poor are always with you.” See how these ancient canyon walls accept the voices of those who suffer.
These walls do not deny their presence, in fact they amplify them. Their endless echoes reverberate through
history. Yet these walls are not changed. They remain strong. They receive these cries, they hear them, and
they are not shattered by them.
We too can do this. And as we do, as we gain strength to bear witness to the truth of suffering, we find the way
out of Desolation Canyon. We open to the world as it is. As we open, way opens. We find the path through.
We continue our journey.
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PATH OF AMBITION
Let’s take some time to contemplate your state of being before we move on. Do you feel more committed now
that you recognize the need for Warriors? Do you still hear those cries? How’s your physical body reacting?
How’s your heart?
Before you lies a vast space and look, there seems to be a path. It’s not always here, not part of the songline.
It’s a path you created. You’ve been deeply moved by Desolation Canyon, you’ve taken in the prophecies of
what’s coming and determined who you choose to be. After these first experiences, this well-defined path has
appeared from your intention, your commitment to serve. Let’s start walking and see where it leads us.
It appears to be very clearly marked—no danger of getting lost.
This is the path of ambition. It appeared because you know where you want to go, you have a clear intention
and goals to keep you moving forward. It feels good to be walking with this clarity, this dedication, this
conviction. You know your purpose and role, you have chosen who you want to be for this world at this time.
But here’s the problem—you created this path, life didn’t. This path is your imposition on reality, not a walkway
through it. This is what ambition does: you decide how you want to be in the world and expect the world to
comply with your plans. You probably have noticed this doesn’t work so well. What happens when those plans
meet barriers, obstacles not of your doing? What happens when life has other plans and suddenly you realize
ambition isn’t enough?
Think how many times your well-made plans, your beautiful intentions, how often they’ve dematerialized
because of things beyond your control. Did you ask “Why me? Why would such a good intention not be
rewarded?” Did you slip into the victim role—such an easy and comfortable place to be, feeling sorry for
yourself. Did you ask “What am I supposed to learn from this?” Did you feel that you failed?
These are common questions we ask with setbacks. But every question assumes we know how life works.
If we set an intention, follow a plan, we will achieve the desired outcome. When things don’t work out as we
planned, we ask: Did I set the wrong intention? Am I being tested? Should I just keep going? Did I use the
wrong skills, say the wrong thing? Should I doubt myself? These questions assume you were the one who
failed, that you misunderstood or did something wrong. You don’t question the process of intention setting
and goal creation. You assume this is how life works. You don’t notice the fundamental error, that you’ve
imposed your demands on life.
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Look more closely at what this path of ambition teaches. It’s in the nature of life to ignore our plans and keep
proceeding without us. Sounds very harsh, doesn’t it. And it is if you hold the belief that the universe is at your
back every step of the way. What do people mean when they reference the universe in such casual ways, saying
things like “The universe wants me to, or the universe told me to . . .?” If this refers to our infinite cosmos of more
than two trillion galaxies, of which we know absolutely nothing (this includes science), how can anyone believe
that this infinite universe is working for them?
And yet . . . And yet, when we partner with life and experience interbeing, when we surrender and commit to
this Warrior path, we do feel blessed. We do feel supported. We do feel held by something far beyond our
petty little selves. By what, who knows? The partnership is real. And it is on life’s terms, not ours.
If we are to enjoy the great possibilities that life offers us as partners, the essential question is: Can I surrender
control? Can I partner with life free of my demands, simply being open and available? Can I trust myself, can I
trust life enough to keep asking: What’s needed here, and am I the best one to serve that need?
Partnering with life, we do what needs to be done. We aspire to see clearly so we can act wisely. Not according
to our plans, but to the circumstances of the moment. What’s needed from us now? Who’s in front of us that
needs our attention? Where is our voice or presence needed, not because we want to be there, but because we
are needed there.
Many spiritual teachers note that the cause of suffering is that the world doesn’t comply with our demands,
things don’t go our way. We create our own suffering by demanding that life operate the way we want it to
operate. As we free ourselves from ambition, of needing life to be a certain way, our suffering decreases.
Still, this path of ambition is tantalizing. It does seem to offer us direction. How will I know the way without this
path, without the energy of ambition, the direction set by intention? How will I keep going if I’m just making
myself available? Where is the motivation if I don’t have hope?
Hope and ambition are very close relatives, they filter things the same way. Hope focuses our perception on
how we want things to be. Ambition is the commitment we make, the energy we apply, to bring those hopes
to fruition. Both of these make us blind to possibilities. If our gaze stays fixed on the path we created, we miss
being surprised by new possibilities for service. We miss the wide open space of mind and heart where grace
waits to be discovered. We miss the joy of being in the moment, being in communion, joy that far surpasses our
petty demands for happiness and satisfaction.
If you lift your gaze from the path of ambition (watch out for that large boulder!) you will be astonished at what
life offers you in the next moment.
And look where we are now—a bleak desert lies before us, the desert of dead dreams. This is where ambition
always leads. And now we must pass through it.
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DESERT OF DEAD DREAMS
This is the toughest place for me on this songline. Every time I’m here I have to deal with my rage. This terrible
desert continues to expand as the time for solutions to be implemented evaporates day by day.
This was once a fertile land. Many seeds were planted here, many solutions to our most pressing problems:
the planet’s health, human health, poverty, equality, justice. Many seeds were planted here and took root.
They grew strong enough to show us that there were solutions, there were ways to solve these problems.
For a time, this was a verdant land. The radiant air was infused with hope and possibility.
This was many years ago when the voices of warning were raised and sane people took heed. It was a time
when science and people’s wellbeing got the attention of governments, policy makers, politicians. But this was
years ago. These seedlings of solutions grew strong, taking nourishment from people who realized the threats.
Existing organizations changed their focus, new organizations sprung up to do the work, nations came together
in endless conferences to commit to solving these problems. Activists grew in number, skills and dedication.
Scientists did more research and spoke more forcefully.
But then these plants began to wither, visibly dying even as the problems intensified and the voices of warning
grew louder. This soil became saline, deadly. Perhaps it was the salt of the tears shed in frustration and outrage
as things got worse and leadership refused to take action. Without nourishment, the soil turned quickly to
desert, and these dreams, these possibilities, these good solutions, they all died.
What happened? Why did solutions that worked, that were implemented, why did they die? Because the
soil they need, global soil, has been poisoned. There is still healthy local soil, and solutions are still thriving
in a small number of communities around the world. A few organizations have changed and claimed their
role in stewarding new approaches to equity, ecology, work, poverty, injustice. But to do this, they’ve had to
create their own soil; they had to stop seeking nourishment anywhere but locally. Locally they can create the
conditions for people and life to grow. Locally they create islands of sanity, oases in the desert.
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But the desert has taken hold and will continue to expand. Life is dying here: no clean air, no healthy soil,
no healthy biosystems, no water, no food, no human health. And why did death become the norm? Because
the nourishment of using power and intelligence to solve these problems was destroyed by lust for power,
by greed that takes everything for one’s self—this is what has taken over. This is what has killed life. And this
always happens in the last years of a civilization. Always.
The solutions were here. The failure was a lack of will, even worse, a cultivated denial that these problems
required solutions.
As the land dried up and became uninhabitable, some powerful people with wealth have decided it is time to
leave Earth. Even governments like India, in dire distress from poverty, lack of water, territorial battles, India has
gone to the moon. And some very wealthy people are fortifying personal bunkers, some build ships that can sail
away, because they know what’s coming.
This is why my rage grows every time I stand here. It’s clear why this land became desert, and there’s nothing we
can do to stop it now. There’s nothing we can do to stop it now.
Of course, the songline is to teach you how to handle rage and grief and all the darkest emotions this desolation
evokes. And it does. But first we need to go farther into this desert to see a particular area, a stand of petrified
trees of problems that can never now be solved.
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PROBLEMS THAT CAN NEVER
NOW BE SOLVED
Before this desert, when the land was lush and green, here stood a great grove of very tall trees. Now they have
turned to stone. All their organic material—their life force—has been replaced by hard minerals. Here they
stand now as looming statues bearing witness to human failure.
Long ago, in this verdant land, these trees were a beautiful place to come and rest. These were great protective
giants who had stood for thousands of years. What I didn’t realize was that their height and longevity were
indications of the tenacity of the problems they symbolized. Problems that humans always create and never
solve: injustice, poverty, class, ecological devastation, wars, violence against women and children.
History tells us that every human civilization creates these problems and then, rather than solving them,
exacerbates them as the society collapses. But I didn’t have this historical perspective until much later. When I
first walked among these giants I took heart because I thought they were so clearly obvious, so present, that of
course people would band together to solve them. They were so visible. How could anyone deny these issues?
How could anyone stay passive and uncaring?
Earlier civilizations did not address them, but they occupied only a small fraction of the earth. They could
get away with ignoring them. The trees kept growing. Humans never got it right, never even thought about
solutions as we do now. The trees kept growing.
Now, in our time, we see them, all these problems that have plagued human societies forever. These problems
that destroy community. That increase conflict and desperation. Now they are global issues—they occur
everywhere—and we see them clearly. We understand them. We develop smart global solutions. Armed with
our clarity, with solutions that work, we expected that we’d get it done, we’d eliminate them for all humanity, we
would create just and humane societies everywhere. Smart global solutions would create global level change.
We were very smart in very good ways, but we were missing a key ingredient—leaders who had vision, bravery,
and endurance. Leaders who recognized we had to act. Sane leaders who knew how to create the conditions
for people to be creative, generous, kind, compassionate. Leaders who knew well their own human spirits and
recognized them in everyone else. Leaders who are Warriors for the Human Spirit.
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Pope Francis is such a leader and, in 2015, he issued an encyclical, Laudato Si, Our Common Home. It was a
compelling and clear analysis of what’s going on with the planet, and it contained solutions for what we must do
to save our common home. It was grounded in science and spirituality, a clear call to the human spirit and our
wonderful capacity for wise action. But what happened?
This clarion call to come together to save our one precious home was silenced by greed, nationalism, selfprotectionism. Instead of rallying us, leaders increased their power by appealing to fear and self-protection.
Leaders promoted conflict, they drove us apart. The basest qualities of humans extinguished the papal call to
transcend them.
A problem becomes unsolvable when the conditions needed to move analysis into action are absent.
If there are no wise leaders to summon us to our best qualities—our creativity, kindness and generosity, our
compassion for all life—then there is only this bleak landscape, these dead and dying trees,
this desert of dead solutions.
This is when a few leaders step forward as Warriors. This is who we are, the choice we have made. It is a good
and necessary choice.
Now we will make our way out of this desolation. Ahead is a powerful stream that holds voices of prophecy.
You will find refreshment there.
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HERE NOW IS A RIVER FLOWING VERY FAST
For all humanity, as we were preparing for the next millennium, the Hopi people of the American Southwest
spoke a prophecy. They spoke it from their ancient mesa at Oraibi, Arizona where they have lived peacefully
for thousands of years. They tell us what is happening and how we must respond. They name who we are.
They planted this prophecy in many places, in red rocks and mountains especially. This prophecy is here in this
beautiful stream rushing by us nearly at
flood stage. Sit here and listen:
Here is a river flowing now very fast.
It is so great and swift that there are those who will be afraid,
who will try to hold on to the shore.
They are being torn apart and will suffer greatly.
Know that the river has its destination.
The elders say we must let go of the shore.
Push off into the middle of the river,
and keep our heads above water.
And I say see who is there with you and celebrate.
At this time in history, we are to take nothing personally, least of all ourselves,
for the moment we do, our spiritual growth and journey come to a halt.
The time of the lone wolf is over.
Gather yourselves.
Banish the word struggle
from your attitude and vocabulary.
All that we do now must be done in a sacred manner and in celebration.
For we are the ones we have been waiting for.

When you’re ready, when you carry this prophecy within you, we can move on to the community that awaits you,
that has gathered themselves. That has banished the word struggle from their attitude and vocabulary.
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OASIS OF COMMUNITY
You have walked through very challenging places already, and there are many more to come. You are brave to
open to the world as it is. This is not something we can do alone. The suffering is too much for one small person
to hold. Our hearts can feel like they’re breaking, not opening. Our steps can grow so heavy with sorrow that
we feel we can’t go on.
Humans can get through anything as long as we’re together. The loss of community, the increase in conflicts,
denies us the strength we find when we’re together. No matter the challenges and terrors of the external world,
humans have always found comfort and the strength to continue on when they’re together.
“The elders say see who is there with you and celebrate.” They also enjoined us to take nothing personally,
to banish the word struggle from our attitude and our vocabulary. And so here we are in this beautiful oasis,
this community of people who listened to the elders. You can feel their presence. You can hear their laughter.
This truly is an oasis. They created this oasis by their relationships. They carry it in their hearts. It doesn’t require
a physical place. They know they can rely on one another. They trust each other. They comfort and console
each other. And they share a common vow.
You’ve heard the vow. Hopefully you’re beginning to experience the meaning (and the challenge) of these
simple phrases. We cannot change the world. We open to the world as it is. And the promise is that as we
open, we discover gentleness, decency and bravery in ourselves, and in others.
When a community shares a vow, a common understanding of why they’re here and who they have chosen to
be for the world, an arduous path becomes easier. When we get lost, when we forget our vow, when we lose
all sense of meaning, when we collapse with exhaustion, when we’re overwhelmed by sorrow, there are others
with us who are strong and clear. In our dark times they are our memory, a reminder of why we got into this in
the first place. And we exchange places—you’re strong when I’m not, then I’m strong when you’re not. One of
us at any moment remembers what we’re doing and shows the way forward. We don’t all march in step but we
are listening to the same drum beat. The beat is our vow—always there, never changing, our trusted heartbeat
in any moment, in all moments.
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Warriors trust the vow, and we trust each other. We make a pledge to one another: If you call me, I will come.
We call for help, we call when we’re concerned about someone, we call just for fun. We sit with one another in
grief, illness, defeats and triumphs. We pledge to be there for one another and we are.
The oasis is here, in our hearts. We create it together. And then we learn a reliable truth—community
transcends experience.
We were together. I forget the rest.
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ENCOUNTERING
THE SELF
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ASPEN GROVE
It is always difficult to leave an oasis, even one we know can be carried with us in our hearts. But we must
continue on. And here, just as we begin to journey again, is another beautiful community, a grove of
aspen trees.
Here is a story passed down through generations, also now told by science: In a far distant time, perhaps
80,000 years ago, some say long before that, white barked trees that we now call aspens first appeared in
what is now central Utah. They came from the Great Lakes region in the upper Midwest. Great ice fields
forced them to leave home, to seek life elsewhere. They travelled underground, sending out roots ahead of
themselves. They moved steadily westward in the dark soil. This was a long journey, it took many thousands of
years. It is said that even today farmers dig up these roots in the lands the aspen traversed on their long journey.
Now these original pioneers from 80,000 years ago cover many acres. Individual trees have come and gone,
just as everything does, but the roots have grown and expanded. This great being, perhaps the largest living
organism on earth, is called Pando.
Standing among them, you feel the presence of something very strong. The visible trees are young, humans
have built houses among them, scientists are worried about their health, and still you feel their strength, their
long enduring presence.
Here along this songline, we are in a much smaller grove of aspens, yet they are the same teachers for us
Warriors. Walk among these tall, upright trees, feel their strength, their dignity. They are close together and the
grove is illuminated by their white bark shimmering in the sun. Listen as their heart-shaped leaves give gentle
voice to the wind.
Yet to know the teachings of aspens, we must look underground, for we are walking amidst one tree, one root
system. Whatever happens on the surface, however many trees are killed by avalanche, flood, fire or blight,
the roots remain secure. Patiently they wait for the right conditions to return, and then they rise up, young trees
bringing a devastated landscape back to life. They are the first to return. You can see this where cataclysms of
fires have destroyed whole mountains of forests, bright green trees amidst the dead rusting pines.
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Warriors are aspen trees. We are one great root system, exchanging resources underground, depending on
one another for our health and survival. We arise in different places, we look different from one another, but we
know we are of one root. This gives us the strength to persevere for long periods of time.
Yet there are deeper teachings here. Roots survive even when cataclysms devastate the surface and destroy
what lives there. Roots lie deep underground, nourished by more ancient soil, not depending on external
conditions to stay alive. They can wait, and they do, perhaps for hundreds of years.
At this time, many speak of planting seeds for a future time when conditions will be favorable. Storing seeds is
important work—indigenous people and others are storing seeds to replenish the earth once Gaia recovers from
our destruction. Others, whose work cannot bear fruit at this time, speak of planting seeds for a future that will
be more welcoming of their ideas and ways.
This is important work. May their efforts bear fruit in the future. Yet there is a vulnerability to notice. Seeds
require the same soil. We have no way of knowing whether the future earth will offer the same soil, the same
conditions. And if these right conditions take too long to reappear, the seeds may have rotted. This is why
Warriors must go deeper and develop a healthy root system, one that can wait patiently underground,
one that can travel if necessary to find the right conditions.
And what is our root system? Our roots are a storehouse of ancient wisdoms for how humans can live
well together, how they can create meaningful lives, how they can create good human societies. This is
knowledge and wisdom that has been passed down through millennia. Warriors learn and practice this
wisdom. We embody this moment to moment, no matter what is going on around us. And by our present
actions, we are strengthening our roots.
Present in the turmoil, in this destructive time, we are also like aspens in another way, in the nourishment we
provide. Aspens have an interior bark that photosynthesizes through the winter. Elk, deer, and moose rely on
this when other food lie dead beneath the snow. They strip away the outer bark and feed on aspen’s interior
bark, rich in nutrients. The trees show scars of their generosity, black areas of crusty bark at the height where
the animals fed.
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Warriors work at the surface and underground. We embody qualities that humans need to remember now, amid
the dark winter. We want people to be nourished by our presence, by our calmness, our compassion, our clearseeing. We aspire to be as dignified, upright and shining as any aspen grove. And we don’t forget to nourish
our root system. We stay together, we support one another’s work, we consciously seek ways to preserve
wisdom for that time when it again can come to the surface and bring new life.
May the seeds find good ground to bloom again. May we persevere here and underground, strengthening the
wisdom that will support the people when they can again create good human societies.
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FOREST OF DESIRE
From here, we can see another forest. Not aspens, but dark pines and heavy underbrush. This forest is always
dark. Very little sunlight can penetrate through the dense overstory of these ancient pines. The ground is
littered with branches felled from decades of storms. It is impossible to find a way through this forest. It is the
forest of desire.
Why does desire create so much difficulty for our forward journey? Certainly we hold noble desires: we want to
serve, we want to wake up, we want to be good Warriors. But they are desires, not aspirations. They come with
price tags. And these price tags ensnare us. They hold us back.
What are these price tags? They are our needs and wants, not just our personal needs for love and
companionship, but needs that arise because we work in the world. We want to be approved, respected,
visible, rewarded. Understandable demands for all the years we spent training ourselves, learning our craft.
And when we do things well, when the work makes a difference and genuinely contributes, it is important that
the work is visible and respected. But I’m not talking about the work itself. I’m talking about the neediness that
comes from ego. This puny self—this bundle of needs, wants, opinions, judgements—this self that’s looking for
approval. We aren’t content with just the work gaining respect, we personally need respect and approval.
These demands are always present, unless you were raised in a communal culture with little sense of an
individuated self (these cultures now destroyed with access to Internet and social media where it’s only about
me me me). There is a Buddhist teaching that categorizes these insatiable demands as Eight Worldly Concerns
or Dharmas. For us, I think they are better named the Eight Worldly Dramas for how they consume our attention.
They come in pairs, as is the nature of all dynamic energy. You pursue the positive and unintentionally but
predictively call in the negative. You can’t have one without the other. You learned this with hope and fear,
two aspects of the same energy.
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Here are the Eight Worldly Dramas:
Praise and blame: You want praise and so invite in blame and criticism.
Fame and Disrepute: You want recognition, so you will be slandered.
Pleasure and Pain: You seek happiness and so experience pain and suffering.
Gain and Loss: You strive to get what your want and experience loss and losing.
These are what make the Forest of Desire such a terrible trap. Once ensnared by these needs, once these
become your definition of success, there’s no way out. You don’t overcome unjust criticism by seeking more
praise. You can’t fill a gaping sense of loss by grasping for more. Your search for happiness leads to discontent
and disappointment. We never free ourselves from these snares by creating more demands, by focusing on the
positives to eliminate the negatives.
There’s only one way out of the Forest of Desire. We focus on how to diminish our neediness. We work with our
minds to become aware of our price tags and then, with awareness, to lessen them.
Can there be Warriorship without a Warrior?
Here’s a simple practice:
Every time you feel disturbed, upset, triggered, disappointed, by a situation or a person, sit down and take
time to contemplate these questions: “What did I think I needed in this situation?” You may have to go down
several levels to see what the basic need was. Use the Eight Worldly Dramas as a guide to uncover your most
basic need.
Then ask yourself: “What does the situation seem to need?” If another person is involved, ask, “What do they
seem to need?” Once the needs of the other and the situation are clear, you can see the total scene of needs.
Have your own needs changed as a result of noticing the needs of others? Which needs feel most important to
attend to? Now can you discern wise action?
Use this practice whenever you find yourself reacting to a situation or to a person you’re involved with.
Repeated use of this practice diminishes your neediness. It will free you from the Forest of Desire.
Now that we’re free of the forest, there is a lovely pond ahead.
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COME SIT AGAIN BY STILL WATER
The first time I invited you to come sit by the water, I was explaining the qualities of mind, and the need to
practice meditation. This sweet pond offers you the chance to engage with dwelling mind to contemplate
some questions.
Come sit down. Lean your back against these stately red rock boulders. They split apart cleanly, at right angles.
Their flat surfaces offer a beautiful backrest for sitting upright. Feel their support. Now feel into your body.
Begin with your head, then neck, then shoulders. Very slowly, move down your spine, into your butt, down your
legs, resting at your feet. Where is tension? Where is calmness? Don’t linger in any one place, just notice and
keep scanning. In your feet, welcome the good earth energy that is always there even when you’re not directly
on the ground, even when you’re in a tall building. The earth is always available to support us. Do this scan
again, acknowledging where there is tension, gently moving past it.
This meditative mind will serve you well as we now switch into contemplation. In meditation, we don’t engage
with thoughts, we just watch them pass by. Contemplation is different. We gently place a thought, a question,
an idea into our minds, and then we let mind playwith it. We don’t force understanding, we don’t analyze, we
don’t process, we don’t make notes. We sit calm as this water and let our minds be free to make sense without
our interference. This is dwelling mind. In this gentle space, insights emerge. Without our doing, suddenly
insight is here, or a good idea, or clear direction for what to do. Such a beautiful reward for letting mind do its
thing with only subtle direction from us.
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For your contemplation here are two questions. Don’t try to answer them right away. Place them gently in
your mind. Then be patient. Allow time for answers to appear.
1. On this songline journey, what is giving you energy to persevere?
2. On this songline journey, what is troubling or disturbing you?
Please don’t rush this process. Yes, the answers are important. They are a lens into you—your assumptions,
your preferences, your perceptions. Usually, these remain deep inside, invisible even as they drive behavior.
To make them visible requires dwelling, not analyzing. Anything you might answer from your analytic mind
will be wrong. Just sit with these for a while.
On this songline journey, what is giving you energy to persevere?
On this songline journey, what is troubling or disturbing you?
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THE SWAMP OF COMPASSION
At the far edge of this sweet pond is a swamp that needs your attention. It’s very lovely with its tall grasses
and beautiful lotus flowers that bloom tall above the surface. In many Asian cultures, and in Egypt, the lotus is
a symbol for purity, regeneration, enlightenment. It takes root in mud and then it rises above the surface as a
gorgeous flower, its many petals open to the light. Its pure beauty bears
no evidence of its humble beginnings in the dirt.
These lotus flowers can symbolize our aspiration to awaken, to stand above the fray as emblems of the beauty
in all humans. We Warriors made it to the surface from hard work. We trained our minds, opened our hearts,
devoted ourselves to serving life, had discipline, built community. We aspire to be available to all those still
stuck in the mud. And so we stand here—present, visible, reminders of the beauty of the human spirit. Lotus is
a good image for Warriors.
Now let’s pay attention to the swamp, to all that mud from which the lotus blooms. This is the Swamp of
Compassion. This swamp keeps showing up on the Warrior’s path. Warriors get stuck in it because they don’t
understand compassion.
What is compassion? Its Latin root means to suffer with. Passion originally meant to suffer. Still does when we
use passion to motivate us. What is compassion? Pema Chödrön describes it as a relationship between equals.
We don’t act from a position of superiority, that I will fix you. Together we do the best we can to alleviate
whatever suffering is occurring. A Warrior slogan is: Don’t fix, don’t flee, just stay present. Don’t fix, don’t flee,
just stay present.
Warriors have only two weapons, compassion and insight. When we forget that there are two and only express
compassion, we get into trouble. When we lack insight, when we view the world only through compassion,
this swamp appears. Even with good intentions, we find ourselves slogging through the mud, our well crafted
boots of service filling up with water. We get exhausted, we lose heart, we don’t notice how we got into this
swamp, and we can’t find a way out.
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To stay compassionate in this world, to keep our hearts open, is heart breaking. We see suffering increasing,
we see problems proliferating, we see most people withdrawing. We seem to be the only ones paying
attention, the only ones seeing the needs, the only ones dedicating their lives to service. So we step forward
and take on more work. We feel we have no choice. Lacking discernment, we take on more and more, we
work harder, we become exhausted. We may become depressed or cynical. Or we may get angry at those
who refuse to get involved, who watch us do all the work and dare to question us about why we’re working so
hard. When we notice how angry we are, we may turn that anger on ourselves, blaming ourselves for failing at
Warriorship. From somewhere, we pull out an image of “The Good Warrior,” that one who is always kind,
non-judgmental, patient, and wise.
Whenever Warriors try too hard to be good, this voice appears inside our heads.
“If I was a good Warrior, I’d be joyful doing this work. I wouldn’t be tired. I wouldn’t be having bad thoughts
about others. I wouldn’t be angry or resentful. I’d open my heart to everyone, even the terrible ones, and flood
them with compassion. That’s what Warriors do. Be compassionate to everyone. All the time. No matter what.
Obviously, I’m a terrible Warrior, an imposter. Everybody sees I’m a fake. Why did I ever think I could do this?”
You are not the problem, you are not an imposter. You’ve just gotten yourself stuck in the Swamp of
Compassion. You got trapped by false notions of what it means to be compassionate, and what Warriorship
demands from you.
What is compassion?
Compassion is not being open and loving to everyone.
Compassion is not being a doormat letting people walk all over you.
Compassion is not an engine of energy.
Compassion is not a cure for fatigue and exhaustion.
Compassion is not a measure of how good a Warrior you are.
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None of these are compassion. Compassion needs to be partnered with insight. We need to be able to discern,
to see clearly, to clear away our usual perceptual filters and evaluate the situation without adding our own price
tags. This is why we meditate, to learn to notice our reactions and pause long enough to respond intelligently.
This is why we practice direct perception, so we learn to take in information that gets blotted out by our
interpretations and judgments.
We aspire to see clearly so that we can act wisely.
Next time you get trapped in this swamp, take time to discern what’s possible in the situation. You’re already
feeling compassion, but discern whether the necessary conditions are there for action. Who cares about
this as much as you do? Who are the allies, competitors, foes, friends? What dynamics in the situation are
unchangeable, beyond your control? And if favorable conditions exist, are you the right person to be doing
this at this time?
Discernment makes it possible to get out of the swamp. There’s no other way to exit. You can’t float your
way out as a doormat. You can’t keep putting up with things, treading water till you regain energy or find a
breakthrough. You can’t love your way out of this situation. Bring as much information into focus as you can.
Use both your weapons: Compassion and Insight.
You’ll find yourself back on solid ground. Till next time. Till the next time you hear from “The Good Warrior.”
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MOUNTAIN
There is a magnificent mountain ahead. Everyone admires its majestic presence, its great height, its snow
capped peaks. For many, it looms as a fearsome obstacle on their path. How will they cross over this impassable
mountain? How can they ever reach their goal of finding happiness, of creating a world of peace and justice?
Has anyone ever gotten over this impasse? For them, this is the Mountain of Defeats.
For Warriors, this is the Mountain of Attainments. We do not minimize its challenges. We see clearly its great
height, its perilous cliffs and scary trails. It is truly challenging. And inspiring. This great mountain tests us in
ways we want to be tested. We want to see how well we do in overcoming obstacles, in finding routes to the
top, in getting to know this awesome being.
We have trained ourselves for this challenge.
We know who we aspire to be and this aspiration guides us.
We have taken a vow that lays out the path.
We have trained our minds to be conscious rather than compulsive.
We have learned to see more clearly free of our filters and needs.
We have learned to hold our seat, to stand our ground in the midst of conflict, criticism, fear.
We have learned to live with the strongest emotions of grief, despair, anger.
We know them, we expect them and they do not hold us back.
We have developed a strong community that is here when we need support, comfort, laughter.
And, most essentially, we have discovered our basic nature, that we are fundamentally awake.
And we know this to be true for every human being.
All this we have accomplished with discipline and dedication to training, and with support from our Warrior
companions. We are growing stronger day by day, challenge by challenge. We keep moving forward into the
gathering darkness. And now we realize that the Warrior role is not new or strange. We have been preparing
for this for a very long time.
We’re eager to get moving onto these challenging slopes. Let’s make it all the way to the top! Not to conquer
the mountain, what a silly idea, but to see with eagle’s eyes, soaring high above the land, seeing where we’ve
come from, seeing what lies ahead. And we want to be intimate with this mountain, to feel our deep connection
as we walk its trails, as we scale its cliffs. We want to drink from its presence that has been here for millions of
years. Although mountains change too. In Earth’s billions of years, many great mountain ranges have come
and gone. They arise, they wear down, new ones appear. Mountains appear immovable and permanent,
but they too experience Earth’s cycles. It is just that they move to a different tempo, a tempo set in deep time.
Everything changes. Everything has a beginning, a middle, and an end. Even mountains.
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The challenges encountered on the climb to the top are the same for everyone. But with skill and discernment,
an obstacle that blocks most is a welcome challenge for Warriors. We have trained to see more clearly into the
nature of obstacles. We can discern what is possible and what is not. Whenever we can, we find ways around
the obstacle. But if not, we move toward it with intelligence rather than fear. We get to know it, we become
familiar with its internal workings. From inside, we find a way through. Or we realize we have to back out.
This mountain presents no obstacles. It tests our training as Warriors and, as we make it to the summit, we see
what we’ve learned. Here at its base is a lush fruit orchard.
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ORCHARD OF ATTAINMENTS
Here at the base, this orchard is heavy laden with fruit ripe for the picking. The trees have grown so well here.
Fed by mountain streams, surviving winter gales, ripening in the clear light of summer, these trees get all their
nourishment from this mountain.
Think of how many situations you have encountered as a Warrior now. What has been your experience?
Have trials become less challenging as you see them with greater clarity? Are you acting more wisely when
you remove your price tags? Has your presence, your commitment to not add to aggression and fear, has this
lowered anxiety and fear in others? Do people respond differently to you now, have they told you how much
they like being around you because you’re so calm, so present, such a good listener?
These are the fruits of Warrior training.
This is what gives us confidence. We are learning to trust ourselves, to be in situations of high anxiety, fear,
conflict, and still maintain presence. Still embody the best human qualities forgotten in fear and separation.
The obstacles don’t decrease. In fact, they are increasing daily. The world is full of frightened, angry people
who just want to escape from reality, who strike out in fear, who blame others, who abandon their community.
We Warriors have chosen to stay available and open as the temperature of human interactions goes off the
charts. We accomplish this quality of presence by training. There is no other way.
And here, at the base of this mountain, we notice the skills and delights of choosing this path. We are prepared
for this mountain and can climb it with confidence, just like the big cats, the cougars and snow lions that roam
with confidence, leaping from rock to rock with youthful energy, with full confidence in their prowess.
Have you now experienced this energy, this confidence?
Do you trust yourself to go into difficult places and not add to the mess?
Do you experience greater periods of clarity and insight?
Does your heart open spontaneously to those you never noticed before?
As you walk in nature, is life communicating with you, evoking feelings of joy?
Do you experience moments of it all being okay, even though it isn’t?
These are the fruits of Warrior training.
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As you do your work, are you more relaxed, less anxious? Does your life feel more easeful? Are you getting
more work done without needing more time? Do you move through your day, your burden of responsibilities,
at times feeling in the flow? Have you relaxed, trusting that you don’t need to make things happen, then
watching them happen? Do you feel awake to a great mystery? Do you have moments when you feel
overwhelmed with gratitude for the blessingof your life?
These are the fruits of Warrior training.
Our Warrior vow contains a promise. As we open to the world as it is, we discover gentleness, decency
and bravery, not only in ourselves but in others. Are you experiencing this promise? Are you more gentle,
less aggressive? Are you more trustworthy, a good decent human being? Are you more brave in situations
that earlier scared you? Are you less fearful of fear? Does it walk with you, directing you to fearlessness?
These are the fruits of Warrior training.
We can continue on now. You don’t need to climb this particular mountain. There will be many others that
challenge you, that test you. Here you’ve become aware of your attainments, how you’ve changed and grown,
and this is the confidence needed for whatever awaits you on the Warrior’s journey.
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ISLANDS OF SANITY
Such a lovely valley lies before us. The air is fresh and invigorating, the land feels ripe and fertile. It is good to
feel such strength and ease in our steps as we wander through shady groves of aspen, rest by lovely streams,
witness thriving communities. How good to be here!
This valley is a sanctuary for Islands of Sanity. They thrive here. In the greater world, these islands are
surrounded by turbulent seas. But here is their sanctuary. Here we can learn what they are, what they represent
for our future, and the hard work it takes to keep them safe and thriving.
Islands of Sanity are healthy human communities led by sane leaders. They consciously create themselves
as islands, removing themselves from the insanity that is destroying community, the insanity of leaders using
fear to escalate separation and conflict. These islands resist the forces of separation and stay together to solve
their own problems. They can’t solve the global issues, but they do create strong, harmonious communities,
following Teddy Roosevelt’s dictum to “Do what you can, where you are, with what you have.” They stopped
looking elsewhere for help. They turn to one another and discover the deep well of creativity and caring in every
human that comes rushing to the surface when people are offered a chance to contribute.
As community, these islands have learned to work together for what they most care about. They collaborate,
they converse, they celebrate, they continue. Once they’ve solved a problem, small or large, they are eager
to take on the next challenge. With each solution, their relationships strengthen because they’ve worked
well together. They learn how to think well together, welcoming diversity in all its forms. They know that with
diverse perspectives they can solve complex problems. Implementation becomes straightforward when
everyone has contributed to the solution.
It is important that we are here to witness them, and to take heart from their successes. But don’t misinterpret,
these communities are not signs of hope. They could have been, and years ago, many people worked hard to
create them as beacons of hope. They believed, as I did, that if they grew in number, leaders would learn from
them and the world would change. They presented real solutions, alternatives to the life-destroying dynamics
and beliefs that rule this time. There was great hope that these proven examples would become our global
future, a world of sustainable, harmonious, wise human societies.
But this failed. The forces of greed and power, the destruction of people and planet, this flood could not be
stopped. As this became evident, heartbroken and powerless, we asked what was still possible. Our response
is to create Islands of Sanity in the midst of this destructive sea. We work to build islands strong enough to
withstand the tidal waves of destruction we know are coming.
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People who create Islands of Sanity are Warriors. They understand where our society is in the pattern of
collapse, they distinguish between what’s possible and what’s not, they refuse to feel powerless, they refuse
to be consumed by grief and anger. They do not become cynical. They find places where good human
communities are still possible.
An Island of Sanity may be a physical community, a church congregation, a school, a work team or unit within
a large organization. It has a clear boundary that protects it from the destructive dynamics swirling all around.
This boundary isn’t rigid—it’s semi-permeable. People stay aware of what’s going on, information and people
pass through it. But it is a definite boundary, a filter and a protection. Inside this protected space, leaders
can create the conditions for people to be creative, generous and kind. They use practices of collaboration,
engagement, and good thinking. They create a space of possibility, encouragement and power for everyone
there. And they take great care to defend this precious jewel of what’s possible.
Not all Warriors are able to create an Island of Sanity, but all Warriors need to learn from them. Our work as
Warriors, no matter what form it takes, is to develop unconditional confidence in what’s possible when humans
live and work together in healthy community. These islands are great teachers. They strengthen our confidence
that we are doing the right work. The flood cannot be stopped, but we take wisdom from these islands and
sink it into our root system for a future time. And we recognize that these islands offer people the rare gift of
meaningful lives and work in the midst of so much destruction. Humans can get through anything as long
as we’re together.
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ROCK SLIDES
Just when we think we have it all together—we know what we’re doing, we know where we’re headed—
suddenly, without warning, life crashes in. Here’s a rock slide that blocks our way forward. It happened
recently, but it was totally predictable. At any moment our plans, our very lives, are disrupted by things
beyond our control. The only certainty in life is uncertainty.
These rocks came crashing down, obliterating the path. There is no way forward as we’d expected. Think
about how many times you’ve experienced this. Everything seems to be fine, you’re on track, proceeding as
expected, and suddenly there’s a crisis. You or a loved one has an accident, a health alarm, a breakdown,
a death, and life stops you in your tracks.
This experience happens again and again because life is uncertain. As Warriors, we have a slogan that
encourages us “to savor the uncertainty.” We know to expect it but, even so, often we are surprised when it
appears. Savoring uncertainty can simply mean acknowledging reality. This is how life works. And then we do
our best to be with the situation, to not resist, to find our ground and then look around to see how we can help.
As with every Warrior skill, this takes practice.
Warriors face more than personal rockslides—we keep being confronted by the increasing uncertainty caused
by inhumane decisions and natural disasters. At one level, we expect this, but then an unusually insane or cruel
decision grabs our attention. We feel shock, incredulity. And we should be shocked. The intensity and speed
of collapse are obvious in these decisions that destroy the future. Moments of equanimity and well being vanish
in a nanosecond with a headline. Cheerfulness, confidence, curiosity, peace—these all are highly vulnerable to
the intensity of destruction going on. We want to stay awake in the world, for the world, but we get knocked off
balance by examples and decisions that confirm the coming flood.
We can’t simply move forward. We have to take time to be with the emotions such destruction evokes, the
strong emotions we’re learning to deal with. But when confronted with unending rockslides that destroy so
much, we are in danger of getting lost. We want to keep going, we want to serve this desperate world, and we
keep looking for the Warrior path. For a while, we move forward, again striding with Warrior confidence.
And then another rockslide. No way forward. Where do I go now?
The path of Warriors is always forward, not avoiding, not fleeing, simply persevering in faith that we will find
the path. When we get lost, we depend on other Warriors who have not lost the track to guide us. But the
rockslides are increasing and they take their toll on us. We did not expect things to be disintegrating so quickly.
We were not prepared for the velocity and intensity of events that threaten to bury us in despair. Although we
thought we were free from hope and fear, each rockslide exposes that we have still been holding onto some
shards of hope.
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The rockslides keep coming, our way forward keeps getting blocked, and then we find ourselves at a
huge impasse, the Wall of Doubt.
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WALL OF DOUBT
This is a true impasse. Its massive stone face reaches far above you, blocking out the sun. Everything is in dark
shadow. Standing at its base, you can’t help but feel small and insignificant.
Yet this massive wall is an illusion. You created it. You created it from your doubts and fears. This wall is a
physical illusion, yet absolutely real. It’s constructed by the questions you torment yourself with, often in your
weakest moments:
How can I hold all this suffering? I can’t bear anymore. I’m not big enough.
Why did I believe I could walk this Warrior path?
Why wasn’t I warned? I never would have gotten into this had I known what it required.
What’s the point? If the world is going to hell, why do anything?
These questions conclude with the absolute certainty that:
I’m not good enough. I’m a failure.
The funny thing (yes, there’s humor here) is that this conclusion parades itself as humility. It is not. Humility
is free of ego, this voice is loaded with ego. This is how ego works: we’re on a good and true spiritual path,
learning to control our self-protective and needy patterns. Those patterns are what ego is. As we practice to
minimize their influence, ego comes to its own defense. But craftily, it uses spiritual terms. It tells us we’re not
good enough to do this work, that we’re an imposter and everybody sees that. It tells us we’re failing when,
in reality, we’re succeeding. We’re loosening ego’s grip, we’re diminishing self-protective egoic behaviors.
By telling us that we’re failing, ego is protecting itself. Very sneaky. Totally predictable. The very presence of
this voice indicates we’re on the right path. Now, isn’t that funny?
Are these questions valid? Yes. But the answers aren’t found in abandoning the path or blaming ourselves
for failing. The answers are found in being compassionate to ourselves, honoring ourselves for taking on such
difficult work, supporting and comforting ourselves as we would a dear friend. “First, be friendly to yourself”
is a primary Warrior slogan. When we feel compassion for ourselves, only then can we offer our open heart
to others. And the reverse is also true. When we condemn ourselves,we condemn everything. Compassion
begins at home.
One of the most lethal exports of Western culture is self-hatred, always finding fault, always blaming ourselves,
always feeling insufficient. This terrible dynamic is cultivated by global marketing, social media, and the
obsessive focus on self-improvement. We’re a big ugly mess of problems. We need to be fixed, we’ll never be
good enough, we’ll never be content with who we are. That’s the message permeating the electronic air waves.
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Global culture insists that all humans are selfish, narcissistic, competitive and impossible. As this belief system
has taken hold and been exploited, communities disappear, conflict rises, and we no longer are together.
All created by a tragic mistaken identity. And we are not unique; this is the very identity that emerges in every
society as it nears collapse.
Warriors learn from the wisdom teachings of many ancient traditions that describe who we humans truly are.
At our core, unchanged by circumstances, we all are precious jewels. We possess basic qualities that are always
present, never extinguished. They include awareness, generosity, kindness, compassion, a desire to learn and
contribute. This is true for everyone, and this is the human spirit.
Warriors have faith in the human spirit. Everything we do aspires to make these qualities visible. And we
practice so we can trust ourselves to embody them. We want to jog people’s memory of who we truly are,
all of us.
Yet here you are, faced with this impenetrable wall of doubt. To keep going, you don’t have to scale it or
dynamite your way through. First, be friendly to yourself. Congratulate yourself for having come this far, for your
discipline and dedication to serve. Doubts are normal but they’re distractions. Try keeping an account of where
you’re doing things well, where you’re making a difference, where you behaved well by Warrior standards.
Write these down. This isn’t egotistical. This is necessary for you to ignore ego’s voices. Why wouldn’t you
honor this one who is trying so hard, who has already come this far? No, you’re not a perfect Warrior, but they
don’t exist. And they’re a distraction. This path requires discipline and dedication and contributing to the
Warrior community. We are each doing our very best, and the world is better for our presence in this age
of destruction.
When the world is going to hell, why do good?
The Warrior’s answer is:When the world is going to hell, only do good.
Notice that the wall of doubt has disappeared.
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BLUFF OF LONELINESS
Now that your confidence has returned (just look at how you brought that wall down!) we need to keep moving.
There are obstacles ahead. There will always be obstacles ahead. Here’s another mountain. You can’t go
around it, but there is a path that will take you to the other side. Beyond these mountains there are places that
will nourish you in many ways.
As you climb, rest for a while on this bluff. It gives a clear view of the Warrior’s Songline that you’ve travelled
so far. Off in the distance, you can see the faint outlines of the cliffs of Desolation Canyon. Do you carry those
cries with you? And from this height, you can’t hear the rushing river, but its voice of prophecy is here, carried
on the wind. There is so much to behold here, all that you’ve experienced—emotions, insights, challenges,
inspirations, doubts, triumphs. All visible from this high bluff. And you’re the only one here, sitting alone
with this vastness.
Here, so high above the valley, removed from the experiences and entanglements that await below, I want to
explore loneliness, a common Warrior experience. Whenever Warriors gather in one place, they share their
personal stories of isolation and loneliness. Even though they carry community in their hearts, even though they
can reach each other at any moment, even though they know they’re not alone, loneliness is present. It’s built
into the Warrior role. Over time, as we learn to accept this, loneliness converts into aloneness, a quiet state we
grow to enjoy.
The Warrior’s path separates us from the world. It has to. We hold a different view of what is happening and
what response is needed. We observe a different standard of conduct. We act with deep faith in humans, we
reject the common view that humans are bad. We have chosen to stay and not withdraw, to embody rather than
find fault, to train to be compassionate and discerning instead of harsh and critical. We are in the world but not
of it, a distinction made clear many times in the New Testament.
In choosing the Warrior path, we have intentionally set ourselves apart. Therefore, loneliness is our companion
until we learn how to use its presence in positive ways. As our dedication to Warriorship increases, as we pass
the point of no return, we experience the loss of friends and family who cannot come with us, who will never
understand what we’re doing. Our role is not to convert them to our view, we do not become missionaries
preaching about collapse. We focus on preparing ourselves as Warriors and then being with people as an
embodiment of what we want them to remember. Many spiritual teachings speak of the need to leave behind
those we’ve loved in order to follow the path forward. Jesus was very clear about this. So was Buddha.
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As this troubled world demands more from us, we make choices about where to spend our time and who to be
with. Senseless chatter, banal conversations, mindless entertainments—we exclude ourselves from the places
where these predominate. We don’t criticize them, we don’t judge them. In fact, we feel genuine compassion
for those lost in this world of superficialities. But we have work to do and we have to make intelligent choices
about how to use our time.
In a community of Warriors we find true companions. We don’t waste time trying to be hopeful, we don’t waste
energy convincing each other that things will get better. Our little band of Warriors, our global community of
Warriors, is unified by our shared view of collapse. It is this view that has brought us into Warriorship. We cannot
change the way the world is. Together, we are opening to the world as it is to do our Warrior work. When we
are together, when we are alone, we know whatwe are doing and who we choose to be.
Loneliness is a powerful energy, sometimes so red hot that people can’t bear it. They find some way to put out
this fire. They grasp for entertainment, drugs, sex, extreme experiences, overwork—anything to extinguish
the flames. This is “hot loneliness.” None of these things extinguish it. They pour oil on the fire. But there is
another kind of loneliness, ”cool loneliness.” If we don’t rush to obliterate it, if we acknowledge its presence,
cool loneliness becomes a powerful way of connecting with other human beings, hundreds of millions of them.
Here is a simple practice to use compassion to extinguish the fires of loneliness. You can use this practice for any
emotion, but here we focus on loneliness. Next time you feel lonely:
Notice that you’re feeling lonely. Acknowledge it: There is loneliness. (You’ve learned this practice already.)
There is loneliness.
Then ask: I wonder how many other people, at this very moment, are experiencing this same feeling? Just like
me, how many others are feeling lonely?
Take some time to bring specific people, even whole populations, into your awareness. Think of someone
you know who is lonely. Think of people in prison. Homeless people. Mothers who must leave their children
to work in distant places. Soldiers. Foreign students who’ve left their families to study in a strange land.
Those contemplating suicide.
It takes only a second to realize that the world is filled with lonely people. Your experience is common. Nothing
special. Nothing to be fixed or gotten rid of. At this very moment, perhaps hundreds of millions of people are
having the same experience as you. This recognition is a powerful antidote. You no longer feel like an isolated
victim. You’re just a normal human being having a painful human experience.
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And you are also a Warrior. You have the opportunity, the training, to use your compassion. With a quiet mind,
acknowledge those now in your awareness. Bear witness to their suffering. As they come into your heart,
you may find yourself weeping. Then, from your Warrior heart, send them blessings, prayers, light, wishes
that they may find a way out from their suffering.
This practice is Tonglen, a Tibetan word for receiving and sending. It is one of the most transformative practices
we can do as Warriors. We have trained to have a stable mind, and this gives us the capacity to take in suffering,
ours and others, without being overcome by it. With this practice, we use our individual pain to connect with
the human experience. The personal is universal, our private loneliness transforms into profound connection.
This is perfect Warrior work, a practice available to us whenever we’re brought down by difficult emotions or
harsh experiences. In the midst of our pain, we get curious about others: How many people are experiencing
this same feeling at this very moment?
Compassion is a relationship among equals. The more we do this practice, the more we feel connected to those
who are suffering just like me. We are equals in the experience of suffering. As Warriors, we pray that everyone
finds a healthy way out of their suffering. And then our hearts open even further when we realize that we are
different, we have a practice to free us from our darkness and isolation. They do not. We weep again, knowing
that our new kindreds have little chance of escaping from their emotional prisons.
Now that you’ve practiced for them, they will live in your heart. You will pay more attention to news stories
about them, you will notice them on the streets. The more you do Tonglen, the more you are awake in the world
with a full heart. (The original meaning of sadness meant fullness.) Those suffering become part of you. And this
is true blessing, to be so aware, to feel so connected.
It’s also wonderful to do Tonglen when you’re having a good experience. Enjoying a good meal—send this
to those without food. Settling into a safe, warm space—send it to those wandering homeless in the streets.
Delighting in community—send it to those living in isolation. Any human experience, good and bad, is an
opportunity to connect. We are not sharing stories, we are using awareness of our own experience to open to
the human experience.
Does Tonglen do any good, does it help these we practice for? This is not for us to know, we just keep doing it.
As our hearts hold more and more people, as we awaken to the world as it is, our hearts burst with gratitude to
be this awake, this connected.
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WARRIORS ARISE
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PLATEAU OF EQUANIMITY
We are walking through a beautiful landscape. Did you even notice how you got here, how you descended
so easily from that high mountain bluff? We are coming to the end of our journey — what stretches out before
us is an easy walk. Nothing blocks the path forward, no mountains, no canyons, no rivers in flood. The sky
is crystal clear, so blue that it overwhelms with its clarity. Here at night, brilliant stars beckon us to join them.
The air invites us to breathe deeply. We feel welcomed by life in all its wonder. Beauty that went unnoticed is
everywhere, in plants, rocks, fields, trees, people. Our vision fills with their shining presence. How did we not
notice them before? We cannot find words to describe this land, the feelings it evokes in us.
How did you arrive here? Look around—there are many familiar elements in this landscape. In fact, they’re all
still here—cliffs, mountains, canyons, dark forests—all that you struggled through and learned from. Nothing in
the physical realm has changed. Only your perception of them is different. Because of your dedication to keep
walking, and your discipline, what was hard and threatening has transformed into this harmonious landscape.
Great obstacles became slight impediments. Overwhelming suffering became the pathway to profound
connection. Vision obscured by egoic needs and wants became clear seeing. Clarity revealed new possibilities
in situations that had seemed difficult, even impossible. You uncovered a stable mind, one that only needed
training to reveal its basic awakeness. And you found community.
This is the Plateau of Equanimity. You arrived here by abandoning the greatest block to equanimity, pride and
arrogance. You had to stop interfering with the world as it is. You had to abandon your plans, your ambitions,
your conditions. The world’s deep harmony only reveals itself when seen without our filters. Walking this
songline, you became aware of your filters, even the noble ones of wanting to fix or save the world. You came to
realize that even these demands were a problem. When you stopped telling the world how it should work and
what it should do, when you gave up your pride and arrogance, the world revealed itself to you. Not what you
wanted, but what it wanted from you.
With pride gone, equanimity appears. We see the world, any situation, any obstacle, with clear perception.
The world reveals itself in all its beauty and complexity. Our senses feast on sounds and sights no longer diluted
by our petty demands. With this clarity of vision, of course we see opportunities for service. And no matter how
oppressive the situation appears, we discover delight in the opportunity to serve. With our hearts bursting with
gratitude, we drink in the harmony of life.
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WELL OF MEANING
Come drink from this beautiful well here on this plateau. Those who drink from it discover the meaning of life.
Of course, this is the big question that has haunted humans since our origins. We want to know why we’re
here and we demand an answer. Every culture, every religion, gives its own answer and then requires that
people believe it. Those who refuse orthodoxy wander on their own, some becoming cynical and despairing.
Some create petty definitions: meaning is financial success, or career accomplishments, or saving the world.
This Well of Meaning offers a very simple answer to why we are here. It is not the only one, of course, but for
Warriors it satisfies. Meaning is found in the present moment, in every moment we are truly here. What does
this mean? It means we don’t prolong the past, we don’t invite the future, we stay present to what is
happening now.
The present moment is an extraordinary and spacious place because it has no-thing in it. It has no conflict,
no emotions, no crises, no judgements, no-thing. And blessedly, it has no fear. Fear is only found in thoughts
about past and future—we interpret the past, we invent the future, and fear comes walking in to occupy the
space of our fantasies. In the present moment, there is only awareness. There are no filters, biases, needs.
There is only bright space filled with potential.
This space is fresh start, new beginning. It’s seeing people you know as if for the first time, open to who they
are right now. It’s all our perceptions at full strength, open to everything from everywhere.
What is present moment awareness? It is life, living through us with no blockages. It’s newness, surprise,
freshness. Right here, now. It is surrender to what is.
Present moment awareness is the birthplace of wise action. We see unfiltered reality. This reveals many
possibilities. And then, we step into action. As we act, we stay present, we don’t lose our ground.
Presence doesn’t vanish when we do something. We stay present no matter what we’re doing.
Presence is. Always here. We’re the ones who leave. When we do leave, when we disappear into the past or
the future, we use awareness to bring ourselves back to now. When we notice that we’ve lurched into a situation
or been grabbed by an emotion, we bring ourselves back to here. When we feel fear, we recognize we’re not
present. When we react, we know we’re not present. When we feel overwhelmed by an emotion, we’re not
present. Presence is here. We bring ourselves back to what has never left. We left, but only in our attention.
Mind brings us back to here.
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Amidst all the turmoil and failures, amidst all the suffering and tragedies of this time, many people despair
that there is no meaning. Or the only meaning is that life is tragic and devoid of goodness. But our experience
as Warriors teaches us something quite different. Amidst all the destruction, when we connect with another,
or are fully present to a situation, meaning is right here. Present and palpable. We thought we would find
meaning in grand gestures and big results. Here we discover that meaning is found in moments of presence, of
communion. And in communion,there is joy. Individual boundaries disappear, fear dissolves, and here we are,
sharing an experience that is terrible in the physical realm, yet here we are experiencing joy.
“Whenever two or more are gathered, there will I be also,“ is a Biblical promise that always proves true.
Whenever we are present with another or fully present with a situation then, without fail, a quality of grace,
of Spirit, of communion fills us. We name this joy. We could also name it sadness, for in these moments they
are indistinguishable one from another. Joy and sadness are one in true presence. No individuals seeking
protection, no human spirit being battered, no external condition imposing its horror. Humans being together,
discovering what had been masked or forgotten, our interbeing, our human spirits.
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As Warriors, there is no greater reward than to discover this truth. Every experience of interbeing nourishes
and sustains us. And confirms our faith in people. The human spirit cannot be extinguished, no matter what.
We learn this truth as we are in any situation with our presence. It becomes easy to stay on the Warrior’s path,
to find every opportunity to witness our faith in human nature, to use every moment to embody this faith in
our actions and behaviors.
The Warrior path becomes easeful. And the only path we can ever choose to walk.
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A DREAM OF WARRIORS
They were exhausted. They had been traveling longer than they could remember. Their journey had begun
with energy and enthusiasm, but that too they could no longer recall. They had lost many companions
along the way—some had turned back, some had refused to go on, some had died of weariness. They had
suffered greatly.
They came to a narrow bridge that spanned a great river running swift and fast. On the far shore they could
see what they had dreamed of during all these years of hardship—gentle green valleys and peaceful lakes
reflecting clear blue sky. They stood there, astonished to realize that what they had struggled so long for
was suddenly here.
They began walking across the bridge with joyful steps. Midway across, they were stopped by children who
had come to meet them. Tears overcame them for their own children left behind long ago. The children began
to speak: “You cannot enter our land. You must go back. You will need to repeat your struggles. You must go
back and do it all again.”
The Warriors stood there quietly. They gazed longingly at the pleasant pastures. They beheld the bright
faces of the children. Tenderly, they bent down and kissed their cheeks. Then they stood up and spoke:
“We are not afraid. We are not afraid.” And they turned back, to begin again their journey.
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WHY I WROTE THE SONGLINE
Since Spring 2015, Jerry Granelli and I have been training Warriors, people
of all ages and professions from more than thirty countries. Our trainings
require discipline, focus and wholeheartedness. And a sense of humor.
We’ve developed a robust community of Warriors that continues to provide
support and friendship to one another. The training doesn’t cease; our
community continues to deepen and expand.
The text I wrote and narrate contains the essentials of what Jerry and I have
learned from teaching several hundred people. Each place on the Warrior’s
Songline focuses on what is necessary to learn and practice once you’ve made
the commitment to train as a Warrior. You set out on this journey with curiosity.
As you enter more deeply into the territory, you will be changed. If you
complete the journey, you will have received your initial training. And then,
you will make this journey again and again in order to be of skillful service
to the human spirit and the spirit of life.
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MARGARET (MEG) WHEATLEY, ED.D.
Margaret Wheatley began caring about the world’s peoples in 1966, as a
Peace Corps volunteer in post-war Korea. In many different roles-- speaker,
teacher, consultant, advisor, formal leader--her work has deepened into an
unshakable conviction that leaders must learn how to invoke people’s inherent
generosity, creativity and need for community. As this world tears us apart,
sane leadership on behalf of the human spirit is the only way forward. She is
co-founder and president of The Berkana Institute, (www.berkana.org),
an organizational consultant since 1973, a global citizen since her youth, and a
prolific writer. She has authored nine books, from the classic Leadership and the
New Science in 1992 to Who Do We Choose To Be: Facing Reality, Claiming Leadership,
Restoring Sanity (2017). Her new work is a CD, The Warrior’s Songline, a journey into
Warriorship guided by voice and sound.
Meg received her doctorate in Organizational Behavior from Harvard
University in 1979, just as the field of OD was gaining ground. She has been
honored for her ground-breaking work by many professional associations,
universities and organizations.
For the past five years, she has been training leaders and activists from 35
countries as Warriors for the Human Spirit, an in-depth training program
and path of service supported by a robust global community. See details at:
www.margaretwheatley.com.
Her website is designed as a library and resource for people with articles,
videos, podcasts, poetry and others’ work that inspires Meg. All downloadable
for free.
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JERRY GRANELLI
Born in 1940, Drummer/Composer/Professor/Sound Painter Jerry Granelli
has enjoyed an incomparable career in music from the inside out…way
out! The winner of the last NEA Grant awarded, he ascended from playing
with the great pianist Vince Guaraldi at the height of his popularity while
simultaneously exploring Free Jazz on San Francisco’s thriving after hours sets
in the early `60s, to establishing academic arts curriculums to indoctrinate
and perpetuate alternative musical forms such as Spontaneous Composition
in the present.
Since the late `80s, he has recorded over 25 albums as a leader and/or soloist.
His prolific and genre-crossing music has been recognized by institutions such
as the Junos, The Grammy Awards, the National Library of Congress Sound
Archives, and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.

www.jerrygranelli.com
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MEG & JERRY
Meg and Jerry have been together as dear friends, creative partners, and
teachers of Warriorship since 2000. They are in the lineage of Chögyam
Trungpa who proclaimed and taught the need for Warriors to serve this dark
time. Shambhala Warriorship is a secular path of training for people from
all faiths and traditions who are willing to take on this role that has existed in
most cultures. As he taught: “It’s our turn to serve this world.”
This Songline is the fruition of many years of experimenting with how to bring
the vision of Shambhala Warriorship to leaders and activists. Jerry brings
his decades of teaching meditation and direct perception—how to develop a
stable mind free of perceptual filters. Meg brings her decades of working with
leaders of all types to develop unconditional confidence that people can be
generous, creative and kind.
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WARRIOR TRAINING
We offer Warrior training online in 2020 and for the unforseeable future.
When/if the opportunity arises, we will host gatherings of Warriors in
several places.

There are three stages to training:
1. A self-paced course where Meg guides you along the Warrior’s Songline,
exploring this journey in greater depth.
2. After completing this introductory experience, we offer an in-depth course of
study with Meg and Jerry that goes deeply into the core teachings and practices.
This course includes live teachings, videos, and study groups.
3. Upon completion of this training, you are invited to join the global community
of Warriors who participate in the Warrior’s Concerto.
If you are interested in further information go to www.margaretwheatley.com.
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Photo Descriptions & Locations
Taken by Margaret Wheatley in her many travels
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Mangrove tree, Cape York, Australia
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Petroglyphs, Sego Canyon, Utah
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The Needles, Canyonlands, Utah
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The Great Gallery, Horseshoe Canyon, Utah
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Grand Tetons National Park, Wyoming
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Grand Tetons National Park, Wyoming (a familiar Bigfoot structure)
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Cape York, Australia
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Rainforest, Gold Coast, Australia
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Snowdonia National Park, Corris, Wales
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Southern Colorado
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Eagle’s Crags, Zion National Park, Utah
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Canyon, Zion National Park, Utah
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African Blackfoot penguins, Cape of Good Hope, South Africa
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Ponderosa trees above Zion National Park, Utah
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Ferns, New Zealand
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Maori Marae at Te Papa Tongarewa Museum, Wellington New Zealand
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Aspen Grove, Sundance, Utah
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Io, Santorini, Greece
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Storm in Zion National Park, Utah
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Poppy, Cardiff, Wales
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Rock formation near Ponderosa Springs, Colorado
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Kilauea Volcano, Big Island, Hawaii
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Great White Throne, Zion National Park, Utah
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West Temple, Zion National Park, Utah
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Gooseberry Leaf Globemallow, Zion National Park, Utah
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Warrior Training, Schumaker College, UK
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Ravens, Gampo Abbey, Nova Scotia
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Portrait of Meg, photographed by Lizi Richards Fesler
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Portrait of Jerry, photographed by Jessica Wittman
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Meg and Jerry in the studio, photographed by Colin MacKenzie
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